Preactor for QAD
Adds a Detailed Scheduling component to QAD ERP products
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IMPORTANT
FACTS ABOUT
PREACTOR
Preactor is being used by
more than 100 companies
with QAD products located in
20 countries.

1

WORLD LEADER

Preactor is the world's leading
advanced
planning
and
scheduling product. More than
3,500 companies across almost
every
manufacturing
and
services sector are users of
Preactor.
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UNEQUALED RECORD

Preactor has been field proven
- a solution continuously in the
market since 1993 with over
10,000 installs in companies
located in 69 countries. It is
available in more than 30
languages.
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FAST ROI

Preactor has demonstrated a
return on investment that can
be measured in weeks. Fast
deployment keeps services cost
to a minimum.
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Capacity Planning applications are very diﬀerent to true Detailed Scheduling systems. Capacity Planning
tools work in buckets or periods of time such as a shift, a day or week and load demand based on simple
constraints, typically hours of capacity, into those periods. There is no concept of sequence of loading
within each period which for many users is critical to producing an optimal schedule.
A Detailed Scheduling tool considers not only hours of capacity for each resource but also the sequence of
loading each operation whilst considering additional constraints such as labour, tooling etc. It will produce
a dispatch or work-to list for each resource that shows at what time each batch or lot is to be started and
completed during the schedule horizon. Detailed scheduling systems use rules to generate the schedule
that follows speciﬁc logic or algorithms to meet the needs of the company.
The visibility provided by Preactor's interactive Gantt charts provides the planner with an instant picture of
the impact of unexpected events, such as resource breakdown, and provides a 'what if' and schedule
comparison capability to aid decision making. No matter what your planning and scheduling needs are,
Preactor for QAD can be set up to meet them.

INTEGRATION
The Preactor for QAD interface provides for a two way exchange of information between QADʼs database
and Preactor. Typically QAD exports a list of operations that need to be completed to produce all new and
existing demand. Preactor creates the optimized plan that deﬁnes which tasks are completed, by which
production resource, at what time. It then updates QAD with the conﬁrmed production schedule, revised
route, sequence and timings. In some applications additional information is held only within Preactor for
QAD and is added to the order during the data transfer.
Preactorʼs sequencing engine provides additional functionality over and above QADʼs capabilities. For
example drag and drop interaction with the Gantt Chart, multiple constraints such as machines, tooling,
operators etc for each operation, attribute based sequencing for example to minimize changeover time,
complex scheduling rules and dependencies between producing and consuming orders.
Manufacturing Execution Data
stored and maintained in QAD®

QAD

MRP routines completed
within QAD®

INTEGRATED WITH QAD

Preactor for QAD comes with a
ready built interface to QAD
ERP products.
Preactor
International is a QAD Partner.
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PLANNING v SCHEDULING

Bi-directional
Synchronization of
QAD® Manufacturing and
MRP (work order) data

Update Work Order
Data to QAD®

ADDITIONAL CAPABILITIES

Preactor for QAD has functionality
that
provides
users
real-time detailed scheduling
capabilities. It is an interactive
decision support tool with an
intelligent
attribute
based
sequencing engine for example
to minimize changeovers in the
scheduling horizon.

Schedule Optimization by
Preactor at customer
deﬁned intervals

Preactor for
QAD
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